
1. Cleaning of working space i.e sitting arrangement (Table, chair, computers and peripherals), racks, almirah and book shelves etc by respective employee is a regular feature.

2. A cleanliness campaign by involving all the staff members of Division V & IV for thorough cleaning was launched around Security and Maintenance section, wherein in cycle stands and area surrounding these section were swept and all the garbage and weeds were removed.

3. At CAZRI RRS, Bikaner, area surrounding the office building was cleaning by removing weeds and grasses from the field and training the trees located in front of the office and fenced area. Stones and other garbage dumped near old cattle shed were removed and area was cleaned and prepared for plantation.

4. At CAZRI RRS, Bhuj weeding in the newly development of garden near KVK office was carried out, besides, cleaning of office surroundings, intercultural operations in established ornamental plants, new plantation along the quarter road and cleaning of threshing floor.

5. At CAZRI RRS, Leh cleaning of office premises was carried out by the staff, wherein in all the rooms and corridors were swept and wiped and dusting of furniture, cleaning of doors, windows and electrical gadgets, removal of old records, etc were taken up
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Weeding of newly development garden near KVK building at RRS, Bhuj

Cleaning and weeding activities taken up at RRS, Bikaner